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Assignment 3: Due Monday, September 24 by 6:30pm
Part I: DataCamp's Statistical Thinking in Python (Part 1)
The course should appear as assignment within your existing
DataCamp account.
Course takes ~3 hours, plan your time accordingly.
Part II: Project Prep
Identify three datasets you're interested in using for your project,
including at least two that we have not discussed in class.
For each of the three datasets, identify a question you'd like to use the
data to answer.
For one of the data sets we have not discussed in class, provide one
interesting summary statistic and one chart, and explain why you find
this interesting. If you already have a team in mind, feel free to
collaborate, but each team member must provide their own unique
answer (chart and stat) to this question.
(Optional) List up to three of your classmates you'd like to work with.
Submit a word or pdf file to Blackboard with your response.
